Low-latency TLB Shootdown

Microbenchmark - mprotect

A TLB shootdown invalidates remote address mappings.

The removal of write protection from
a page triggers a TLB shootdown.
This plot shows the scaling of mprotect
latency with the number of hw threads used.

Implementations often propagate invalidations sequencially
→ linear scaling with the number of receivers.
Tree-based propagation can achieve logarithmic scaling
→ lower latency for large numbers of receivers.

The tree-based mechanism reduces the
latency for large numbers of receivers.
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The same amount of work is needed for the propagation of the TLB shootdown.

Memory-intensive Applications

Multithreaded MapReduce

Other Parallel Applications

Memory pressure leads to evictions from
the page cache, making TLB shootdowns
necessary.
Mature cache management algorithms
(as used by the page cache) often employ
empty page pools and prefetching.
This removes the TLB shootdown
latency from the critical path.

MapReduce frameworks map large files
into memory, making them memoryintensive.
The popular wordcount benchmark of the
Phoenix framework uses copy-on-write,
triggering a TLB shootdown for every page
in the input file. The work balancing in the
mapping phase hides progress differences
between threads.

Most applications avoid interaction with
the virtual memory subsystem.
Parallel benchmark suites (PARSEC,
Splash-2) therefore can only confirm
that replacing the propagation mechanism
does not degrade the performance.

Lower shootdown latency alone therefore
can not increase throughput.

A significant change in throughput is
unlikely when solely the propagation
mechanism is changed.

Redistribution of the propagation effort
therefore does not increase throughput.
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